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Sensor fusion in 3D is doable nowadays through careful experimentation.



Theses regarding optical RS (of forested ‒ open mires)

GENERAL

- Foliage is dark in VIS, bright in NIR, highly spectrally correlated

- Anything wet or moist is darker

- Optical signals comprise volumetric scattering

- At-target Illumination is a complex issue, At-sensor signal even more

- Usually a strong target effect (variance component)

- Intra-class variation and between-class overlap of spectral features



PASSIVE WITH IMAGES

- Reflectance calibration for reliable HCRF observables is at max 10-20% accurate,
modern photogrammetric sensors come with absolute calibration (wide band spectral
radiance)

- Directional reflectance ('BRDF') effects due to shadow casting are observable but not
really exploitable (in a multi-view setup)

- Having hyperspectral observations usually results in compromises regarding sensor
geometry

. Otherwise the use of line-sensors would be preferable (BRDF complexity reduction 4D
-> 3D)

- Multi-view analyses have become the standard, even multi-image matching (SfM)

- Occlusions and shadow-casting hamper the interpretation as does the contribution
from the background (consider e.g. sparse canopies)

- New possibilities for small areas (research, sampling based approach) with unmanned
platforms



LIDAR

- LiDAR monostatic view-illumination geometry is superb (4D BRDF -> 2D)

- Pulsed LiDAR enable depth imaging, shorter pulses, stored WFs for better deconvolution

- Receivers are still rather slow (impulse response) and SNR remains low because
of eye-safety. Dynamic range issues nowadays resolved with dual receiver designs (& SFL)

- Canopy transmission losses cannot be accurately estimated -> interpretation of
subsequent backscattering is ill-posed

- No two LiDAR datasets are comparable because of the radar theory explaining the
influence of target geometry on the signal. Especially an issue in low-altitude acquisitions



Some empirical work



Lakkasuo (62N, 24E) study in 2009, REGULAR, AFFORDABLE airborne discrete-return
LiDAR from 1 km, having 1-7 pulses/m2, @ 1064 nm.

To what degree can we reconstruct hummock-hollow variation (topography) - to later
predict the site type

What does LiDAR intensity data reveal about the vegetation?

Echo triggering in mire vegetation - How does the vegetation influence the geometry
of near-gnd data

Area-based (10 x 10 m) habitat classification in using LiDAR features. What features
are meaningful and how they describe the distinguishable characteristics of each
habitat (site type)?

https://www.mv.helsinki.fi/home/korpela/Hyytiala/Ojitus_animaatio.html



Siikaneva study in 2014-15. Helicopter-borne (300 m AGL) simultaneous acquisition of
waveform recording lidar (SWIR @1550 nm) and multi-view RGB-imagery.  Classify
(ombrotrophic pine-ridge) bog microforms at 20 cm resolution for a 16-ha area. 20-60
pulses/m2.

Can we harness the target-specific 'BRDF-effects' to enhance interpretation?

Can we reconstruct the topography accurately enough and come up with good topographic
predictors of the microforms?

What is the benefit from having both the discrete-return data and waveforms, do WFs
carry information about the presence and type of field layer?



Major findings



Lakkasuo Habitat classification with LiDAR





Lidar height distribution (canopy profiling) was characteristic to growing stock (site)













SIIKANEVA microforms with WF-LiDAR and multi-view RGB
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